ANOTHER OBAMA
RECESS APPOINTMENT
FOR SOMEONE NOT
NAMED JOHNSEN
President Obama has announced yet another recess
appointment; the courtesy and propriety that he
would not give to Dawn Johnsen:
President Barack Obama, frustrated by
Republican obstruction of key
administration staffing appointments,
will use his power to appoint his pick
to run Medicare and Medicaid while the
U.S. Congress is in recess, the White
House said on Tuesday.
Obama will make the appointment on
Wednesday of Dr. Donald Berwick, a
healthcare expert he nominated in April
to run the vast federal medical programs
for poor and elderly Americans,
according to White House Communications
Director Dan Pfeiffer.

Obama has found the inner spine to recess
appoint NLRB member Craig Becker along with 14
other people to a variety of positions from the
DOJ to Treasury Department, has stated he will
do so for militarized spook James Clapper (who
neither side seems to like), and now Donald
Berwick.
Obama seems to consider Berwick critical:
Berwick’s appointment as administrator
of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) place him at the heart of
Obama’s historic healthcare reform, and
the role was too vital to leave
unfilled, Pfeiffer said.
“CMS has been without a permanent
administrator since 2006, and even many
Republicans have called on the

Administration to move to quickly to
name a permanent head,” he said.

Dan Pfeiffer and the White House are full of
dung. If “many Republicans” were clamoring for
his nominee, even a couple in the Senate, he
would not need to recess appoint. What is truly
stunning though is that Obama considers this
position critical, but not the head of the
Office of Legal Counsel, the body that is
supposed to be the legal conscience of an
administration. Equally galling is the fact the
White House trots out the excuse that “CMS has
been without a permanent administrator since
2006”. Four years is too long for CMS, but six
years is no problem for the critical Office of
Legal Counsel? Really?
As I have repeatedly explained and demonstrated
with facts and evidence, Barack Obama had 60
votes for confirmation of Dawn Johnsen to head
OLC for the entire second half of last year and
sat on her nomination, refusing to even call a
vote. The fact that Obama flat out refused to
even consider a recess nomination for Dawn
Johnsen to an office dying for real leadership,
and that he will use the recess appointment
power anywhere and everywhere else, ought to be
proof to any doubters that the sole reason Dawn
Johnsen is not leading the OLC is because Barack
Obama did not want her there.
For a President intent on granting retroactive
FISA immunity to criminally complicit telecoms,
asserting endless claims of “state secrecy” to
cover up crimes of the Bush/Cheney
Administration, suppressing torture photos,
tapes and evidence, ordering the indefinite
detentions without trial or due process and
ordering the extra-judicial assassination of
remote targets (including American citizens),
well I guess a person of Dawn Johnsen’s morals
and ethics indeed might not be convenient. Even
given that, why did the White House engage in
such crass duplicity with the country and hang
Dawn Johnsen out to dry for so long? Why won’t
anybody ask that question of them and demand a

legitimate answer?

